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Connect to your best moments

Purchase any mobile SIM-only offer with a new fibre service (except Easy Connect, Frogfoot Air and prepaid fibre) and get a Takealot voucher to the value of R600.


 




T&C apply. E&OE.
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VIEW DEALSBUY NOW





Connect to your best moments

There's no better time than Easter to get connected. Stand to WIN a Tech bundle when you sign up or upgrade.


 




T&C apply. E&OE.
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VIEW DEALSBUY NOW





Connect to your best moments

Easter is the best time to stay connected! From spending quality time with those you love to unwinding by yourself, we've got the best deals that will keep you connected this season.


 




T&C apply. E&OE.
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Watch hit movies & TV shows on Prime Video Mobile Edition for up to 12 Months, on us

Get any Flexon or Infinite deal to qualify. 
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FIND OUT MORESHOP NOW





Get freedom and fun combined in the Huawei nova 12 SE

Start living online and loving your tunes with the Huawei nova 12 + Huawei Freebuds! Get this bundle deal and enjoy the way you connect today. Get a Phone Cover, 22.5W Fast Charger and Cable and 100 days Screen Insurance when you shop now.

VIEW DEALSBUY NOW
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Experience AWESOME with the Samsung Galaxy A55

Awesome is a high-definition video camera, allowing you to document every moment with true 12 bit video. Awesome is a long lasting battery, giving you hours and hours to do what you love. Awesome is data and minutes, letting you share everything with the people you love. Awesome is the Samsung Galaxy A55.

VIEW DEALS
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Delight in every portrait with vivo V30

Every moment is a photo op with the new vivo V30. Light up in a selfie or be picture perfect with portrait mode with the vivo V30's excellent, detail-focused photography Packed with 512GB of inbuilt storage, store plenty of precious memories and use the amazing features for longer, thanks to the 5,000 mAh battery and 80W fast charging support. 

 

VIEW DEALS
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Data for days with our Big Deal!

Connect, curate or simply chill online with 160GB LTE Data. Or get  160 GB LTE Data + E5576 Mifi router for you and all your peeps to  get in on the action. The choice is yours with this months’ Big Deal!


 




T&C apply. E&OE.

VIEW DEALS
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Buy Online: Get Exclusive Deals + Enjoy Extra Freebies!

Find the right deal for you with 24/7 access, free delivery and other exclusive freebies – like our Samsung Galaxy S23FE 256GB + Gizzu Mini UPS deal and 200 x R500 vouchers.

VIEW ALL DEALSBUY NOW
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Stream the latest movies & shows on Prime Video for 3 months, on us.

Get any Telkom Fibre or LTE Post-paid and Top-up plan to qualify. 
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LEARN MORE
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MO’NICE
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BUY AIRTIME
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BUY DATA
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HOME INTERNET
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FIBRE










Deals

Experience good connection and the best value all in your pocket with the new Huawei nova 12i & Huawei nova 12 SE bundled with Freebud SE 2 valued at R1 499.
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Shop our latest mobile promos































































Shop our latest data plans

VIEW ALL DEALS
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Unlimit your home
Explore limitless possibilities when you’re plugged into a Telkom Fibre deal. We’re bringing every part of your life together with seamless connectivity you can rely on.

VIEW ALL PLANS
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Core

Core

50Mbps Fibre download and 25Mbps upload speed


R58186
PM x 12

	Uncapped data, no FUP, no throttling
	Asymmetrical service
	12-month contract includes installation and router


CHECK COVERAGE
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Endless

Fibre 10Mbps

Easy Connect (Uncapped) 20Mbps Fibre download speed and 10Mbps Fibre upload speed


R315
PM x 12

	Uncapped data
	1 email account (with 3GB storage and 5 aliases) at an additional cost
	Asymmetrical service
	12-month contract includes installation and router


CHECK COVERAGE
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LTE

LTE All Hours

10Mbps


R449
PM x 12

	10Mbps LTE All Hours
	300 Minutes On net to all Telkom mobile and fixed line PM
	500GB data @ 10 Mbps
	Thereafter 50GB data @ 4Mbps
	Thereafter 2 Mbps Unlimited data rest of the month
	1 Month Validity


CHECK COVERAGE
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Fibre

Easy Connect

20Mbps Fibre download speed and 10Mbps Fibre upload speed


R315
PM x 12

	Asymmetrical service
	Wifi enabled ONT (no need for ISP router)
	12-month contract includes call out and service fee


CHECK COVERAGE












Telkom

Prepaid
Get more gigs to connect with your faves and fam. Simply recharge and spend R20 or more on any Telkom Prepaid product to get guaranteed FREE Telkom data every Sunday. Shop our qualifying Prepaid deals.

LEARN MORE
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Telkom Thola More
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Weekend and Social Bundles
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Chat Bundles
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Whatsapp Bundles
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TikTok Bundles

Trend non-stop with TikTok bundles, giving you loads of gigs to flex, stream and scroll on the world’s most popular sharing app.


	Daily bundles
	Weekly bundles
	Weekend bundles
	Monthly bundles



LEARN MORE
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Prepaid LTE Bundles

Get big data to stream, scroll and stay connected on the socials with Telkom prepaid LTE data, available in all Telkom network coverage zones.


	Daily bundles
	Weekly bundles
	Weekend bundles
	Monthly bundles



LEARN MORE
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Made of solutions, anywhere, anytime.

Our app offers everything you need from the Telkom ecosystem so you can easily manage, upgrade and scale with our wide range of solutions. Download the Telkom App for fast, easy mobile access
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Explore the world of Telkom

Switch to business
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Help me find local businesses on Yep!

 TelkomLEARN MORE
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Expand your learning with courses from credible partners.

 TelkomLEARN MORE
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Pay. Get paid and shop. All on Whatsapp

LEARN MORE
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Cover your fixed devices with Telkom Device insurance

LEARN MORE
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